Immunoadsorption with single-use columns for the management of bleeding in acquired hemophilia A: a series of nine cases.
Acquired hemophilia A in a setting of bleeding or required surgery frequently places patients into a state of critical illness with high mortality. In this context immunoadsorption (IA) can be used to eliminate coagulation inhibitors quickly to employ recombinant coagulation factors more effectively. However, since acquired hemophilia is a rare condition the therapy is little standardized. We report on a retrospective analysis of nine cases of acquired hemophilia A treated with IA using disposable adsorber columns. Data collection was performed by retrospectively reviewing the patients' files regarding clinical course, mode of therapy, inhibitor titers, and coagulation status. Inhibitor titers were effectively reduced in all but one patient following the treatment with IA. In two out of seven patients surviving the acute bleeding an inhibitor relapse occurred. The overall remission rate was determined as 77.8% within a median follow-up of 613 days. In two of our nine patients fatal outcome resulted due to major bleeding complications. IA treatment showed good tolerability and no fatal complications were caused. The presented cases support our assumption that patients with acquired hemophilia A benefit from IA with disposable columns in a setting of acute bleeding. This modality of IA is able to eliminate inhibitors reliably and quickly. IA in general is substantially speeding up the progress of therapy preventing bleeding complications constantly threatening the patient and reducing the dosages of coagulation factor therapy. We encourage IA with disposable columns in all bleeding patients with acquired hemophilia to aggressively lower the inhibitors.